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Newsletter #3, March 2019  

   

 

The SPRING is here, no matter what! 
 

     With March past halfway mark it's full-on riding time, even if your garage is still under 8 feet of snow! So, 
ditch your snow shovel, and make sure the real Shovel is in top form for there's gas to burn, miles to cover and 
unknown to discover. 
 
     But if you're like us and your steel steed is still in pieces, that may be a good opportunity to check our 
currently updated SHOP page. We've released few new things, most notably our Rocker Box set and Builder's 
Headset (OEM and Big Bore). 
 
     The first one provides much more than just a pretty visual upgrade; we've corrected a lot of sloppy 
geometries, switched to EVO shafts, fixed few notoriously leaky connections, etc. 
 
     The Builder's Headset has been created to help experienced mechanics/builders to save some money by 
allowing them to procure the valvetrain components themselves (either from us or elsewhere) and take care 
of said component installation and finish fitting. That option starts @ US$1,694 - that's potentially US$700 
savings versus fully assembled headset!! Wait, how many 6-packs would that buy..... jokes aside, use your skills 
and equipment and save BIG. 
 
     If you're really on a budget, we have some dress-up items too, check it out. 
 
     At this point we would strongly encourage everyone to visit our DEALERS page - we have professional 
representation at three continents now (and growing fast!), so chances are that there's an authorized Speed 
And Science Dealer in your neighborhood. Please place your inquiries/orders with them, they'll hook you up 
with cool stuff, offer proper advice and much more. 
 
Enjoy the upcoming season and keep the rubber side down. 
Speed And Science Team 
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